VALAMAR DUBROVNIK PRESIDENT HOTEL
Iva Dulčića 142
HR-20000 Dubrovnik

ARGOSY HOTEL
Iva Dulčića 41
HR-20000 Dubrovnik

Distances:
- Bus terminal: 3000 m
- Town centre: 6000 m
- Marina: 8000 m
- Ship quay: 3000 m
- Pharmacy: 1000 m
- Market: 2500 m
- Beach: 10 m
- Medical clinic: 200 m
- Bank: 1000 m
- Cash dispenser: 200 m
- Post-office: 1000 m
- Ambulance: 2000 m
- Shop: 200 m

How to reach us from Dubrovnik International Airport:

**Shuttle:** Atlas shuttle coaches (tel: (020) 442 222; [www.atlas-croatia.com](http://www.atlas-croatia.com)) depart for Dubrovnik Airport after the arrival of every scheduled incoming flight, and the single fare is Kn35. The journey time to central Dubrovnik (central bus station) is around 30 minutes.

**Bus:** Public bus company Libertas Dubrovnik (tel: 0800 1910; [www.libertasdubrovnik.hr](http://www.libertasdubrovnik.hr)) operates bus services from Dubrovnik Airport. Not all buses go to Dubrovnik, some go only to Cavtat 5km (3 miles) away, but there are frequent bus departures from there to Dubrovnik. Bus stops are immediately outside the terminals.

From central bus station you can reach Babin kuk peninsula/hotels by bus nr.7. or take bus 1A/1B to the Pile gate and then transfer to bus nr. 6 to the last station, which runs every 15-20 minutes. Another suggestion is taking a taxi.

**Taxi:** Taxis are available on the kerb just outside the terminal building. Taxi companies serving the airport include Taxi and Transportation Service Dubrovnik (tel: (098) 725 769; [www.croatianvillas.transfer-booking.com](http://www.croatianvillas.transfer-booking.com). Price: cca 220-250 Kn (cca 30 – 33 €) per direction.